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On 12/21/67 a p text call was made to the Personnel Department, Hotel len, at which time it was; determined that CAEO, 	 ANO way employed as an anesthetist and has been so em loyed sinceMarchk_1965. Inquiry was made as to whether CAROL BERTRAND had been a student nurse at the hospital prior to March, 1965 but the personnel office was un ble to furnish that informa-tion based on the inforMntion c o tained in her personnel file. 
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ADDTrI°J", 	12/22/E:7: 1'1 r. NAPOLI) LEINBAUCH, Crime Records Pivision, was telephonically advised 7 	P advised that CAR ISON, 

Under the same Precau_ion exercised with respect to the BLPTPANI) matter, it is desired that it he determined whether !IATTITVfl is now alive and where he is. 	
,7 	Cdt' 

At 10:00 a.m., 12/22/67, Mr. LEINBAUGH was referred to Bufile 94-3-1 captioned "Dr. ROBERT A. MATTHEWS, DR. LLOYD W. ROLAND, FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN, RESEARCF (CRIME RECORDS) and was further advised that the check at the New Orleans Library was negative. 
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ADDENDUM: 	On 12/22/67 the list of AMA members for the year 
1165, which lists the members by geographic location and 
alphabetical listing, which was located at the New Orleans 
Public Library was checked under the name Dr. ROBERT A. 
MATTHEWS but no listing was found. In addition, the 
biog-aphical directory of the American Psychiatric Associa-
tion for the year 1963 maintained at the above mentioned 
library was also checked with negative results. 
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